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Global personnel system
We introduced an annual salary system in FY 2014, and applied this system to more than 300
personnel in 2019 respectively. We have been recruiting researchers from universities overseas through the development of our 
cross-appointment system since FY 2015, and we continue to recruit instructors from around the globe.

Common performance indicators and targets

Enhancement of international educational programs through internationalization of instructors
To date, we have employed 17 instructors to implement global education programs. The 
programs include courses on Japanese culture, subculture, English communication, and 
individual practical training at our dedicated facility named “English House.”

Governance reform
Expansion of global programs from the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences  throughout the University

In FY 2020 and afterwards, we will expand the philosophy of the College of Liberal Arts and 
Sciences, which provides an education that combines arts and sciences that integrates the 
approaches of “Global” + “Japanese” + “Science,” to the whole university. To this end, all 
students enrolling after 2020 are required to study abroad (ENGINE Plan). We continue to 
promote further global and integrated education.

Education reform
Promotion of advanced active learning = Evolution into smart learning

We have established more than ten advanced active learning courses utilizing PBL methods to promote active learning centered 
on academic links, which is a strength of Chiba University. We also promote smart learning that enables students to learn 
anywhere. For example, students can take compulsory subjects of our University without a gap even while studying abroad. We 
aim to establish more than 100 smart learning subjects.
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Promotion of internationalization through globalization of administrative staff members and development of new “SULA” support positions
We promote internationalization by developing new staff members specializing in student support for learning and administrative 
matters named “SULA” (Super University Learning Administrator). SULAs are selected from staff members who graduated from 
overseas universities or have studied abroad to help realize tailor-made education. To date, there are 37 SULAs, including 14 
newly appointed members in FY 2019. We also started recruiting personnel dedicated to internationalization of our University.
Through these endeavors, we continue to expand our professional staff base.

Development of programs to invite more international students and implementation of 
co-educational programs with Japanese students
We conducted 14 Short Programs (summer or winter programs) in fiscal year (FY) 2019 and 
accepted approximately 300 international students. We implemented PR campaigns that targeted 
partner institutes overseas (using print and digital media) and examined plans for termed 
programs (two months). We advanced our global educational program in Japan by expanding the 
co-education of international and Japanese students in these termed programs. We also 
established 12 new programs that encourage everyone to study abroad under the ENGINE Plan.

Promotion of internationalization within our education system, including the academic calendar
In FY 2016, we introduced a six-term education system (first two-month term starts in April) to promote student exchanges with 
educational institutes abroad. In particular, we promoted our students’ participation in overseas summer school programs. We 
also established our own summer school programs. To allow more students to participate in such summer term programs, we 
eliminated compulsory courses during Term 2 (June–July). This gapped term has resulted in about 400 College of Liberal Arts 
and Sciences students (cumulative) studying abroad in the past four years. Studying abroad is compulsory in the College of 
Liberal Arts and Sciences and we recommend at least two study abroad terms per student. On the other hand, programs for 
international students are held in Term 3 (August–September), in line with the global academic calendar, allowing us to accept 
international students.

Internationalization

Development of SULA and enhancement of staff training systems
We established a new personnel position named “SULA,” who supports students on learning and administrative matters (mainly 
on earning degrees and on studying abroad). We actively recruit and foster highly professional staff. Eventually, the educational 
operation support organizations across the University will include about 60 SULAs. By 2019, 37 SULAs were appointed. To 
develop skills, supervise students, and negotiate and interact with administrative staff members of our partner institutes, we
have sent young administrative staff members to programs where our students study abroad. We sent 8 staff members abroad
in FY 2019,  which has increased the international perspectives and language skills of our staff members. To date, 
approximately 70 staff members have been trained through this initiative.

Diversification of academic paths by combining early admission and accelerated graduation 
By combining early admission allowed under the Advanced Science Program and accelerated graduation, we developed a 
program that enables students to acquire a double major at the age of 22 (3 years (accelerated graduation) + 2 years – 1 year 
(early admission) = 4 years). We also implemented the B7M5 program (graduating from undergraduate schools in an 
accelerated manner in 3.5 years and studying abroad for the first year of a 2.5-year master’s program). Annually, 5–7 students 
have taken advantage of this system and continued to the master’s program after an early graduation.

Enhancement of minor and certificate programs
We have built various diploma programs, including the Global Minor program, which allows students to take classes in English 
certified as an International Japanese Studies class, a general minor program, or certificate programs that require fewer credits 
to earn a certificate of completion. We launched our first program in FY 2018 and have continued to expand our minor and 
certificate programs. We also established seven Minor programs and one Certificate program in our graduate schools as 
Practice-based Global Study Programs for Graduate Schools.

Reform of foreign language education
Beginning in FY 2020, the compulsory credits in English were doubled. For specialized courses, we reformed the English 
learning system to allow students to continuously learn English by establishing presentation-centered classes taught in English.
Furthermore, the curricula on foreign languages  will be overhauled in FY 2020 to accommodate differing language ability of 
students.
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World School/ Major/ Minor Programs for graduate schools
We established the “World School” program as a Practice-based Global Study Program for Graduate Schools. Currently, we grant 
minors or certificates to students who have completed one of the seven transdisciplinary university-wide programs, including Plant
Environment Designing Program, Post-Urban Living Innovation Program, Campus Asia Plant Environment Innovation Program, 
Future Agriculture with Russian Far east Pre-Master to Ph.D. Program, and COIL Japan U.S. Unique Program. These programs 
have been established by the Innovation Education Center. We will continue to establish other new programs.

Networks with other universities in Japan
The SixERS , a Consortium of Six National Universities in Japan (Chiba, Niigata, Kanazawa, Okayama, Nagasaki, and Kumamoto 
Universities) has executed a partnership agreement with AUN (ASEAN University Network). The SixERS also discussed potential 
cooperation and held an information exchange workshop with the Chinese Excellence League (E9), which is an alliance of 
universities for science and engineering in China. We continue to cooperate with domestic universities through various alliances,
allowing us to contribute as equal partners in overseas alliances.

Distinct initiatives based on the characteristics of Chiba University
Evolution of College of Liberal Arts and Sciences: Diverse pathways to graduate school education, including the establishment of

the Graduate Degree Program of Global and Transdisciplinary Studies , which is the first degree program in Japan to adopt a 
transdisciplinary approach
The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, which was established in FY 2016, produced its first graduates in FY 2019. The general 
education combining the arts and sciences at the College have resulted in continued learning. Nearly 20% of the graduates are
continuing to graduate programs. Graduates continue to learn by combining the arts and science, not only in the newly 
established Graduate Degree Program of Global and Transdisciplinary Studies, which utilizes transdisciplinary collaboration 
among different graduate schools, but also in more traditional  fields such as literature, engineering, and horticulture.

Free description
Global networks

We recently established the Core Center for Promotion of Global Campuses at the end of FY 
2018. We actively encourage every student to study abroad by strategically utilizing our 17 
overseas bases, including 3 overseas campuses such as the Bangkok Campus (September 
2017), Berlin Campus (Charité-Universitätsmedizin Berlin (formerly Medical Faculty at 
Humboldt University of Berlin), 2016), and San Diego Campus ((UC San Diego), 2016), our 
International Exchange Center offices, and overseas offices.

Original performance indicators and achievement goals of
Chiba University 753+1 Plan (Shichi Go San plus Ichi)

“7”: 700 subjects to be taught in English
The brand new College of Liberal Arts and Sciences will eventually conduct classes for 700 
subjects in English. To this end, we will increase the ratio of international instructors and 
expand co-education programs between Japanese and international students. We also aim 
to prepare syllabi in both Japanese and English. Since FY 2015, all recruited instructors are 
required to instruct liberal arts subjects in English. The ratio of international teachers has 
increased by about 1.5% in FY 2019 compared to FY 2018.

Visit to WHO hosted by our Berlin Office

“1”: 10% of admission quota (240 students) to be admitted by various entrance examinations
We promote early admission, which is a strength of our University. To this end, we are 
launching a dedicated early admission scheme for students who study abroad. We also 
select 10% of the admission quota (240 students) through various entrance examinations, 
including international baccalaureate entrance examinations and entrance examinations 
conducted overseas. Our first overseas entrance examination will be in South Korea  and it 
will be expanded in the future. In FY 2020, the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences selected 
11% of its admission quota with entrance examinations in English and 6% by the AO 
entrance examination. The AO entrance examination will also be expanded to other faculties.

“3”: 3000 international students to be accepted
By the final year of the 753+1 Plan, we will accept 3000 international students per year, 
which will include 800 students in degree programs, 1000 students in semester programs, 
and 1200 students in Short Programs. In FY 2019, we implemented 14 Short Programs and 
welcomed 300 international students. We also launched semester programs in our 
specialized courses and accepted nearly 80 students.

“5”: 50% of the admission quota (1200 students) study abroad
We sent about 900 students abroad in FY 2019 utilizing programs such as the BOOT 
Program dedicated to providing guidance for studying abroad. Beginning in FY 2020, the 
ENGINE Plan will encourage all students to study abroad. In 2019, we prepared to execute 
the Plan. We estimate that 2000 master’s program students will study abroad in FY 2020, 
3,000 undergraduate and master’s students will study abroad in FY 2021, and more than 
4,000 will study abroad annually beginning in FY 2023. 

Liberal Arts and Sciences Program provides students with opportunities to maximize time to acquire a double major or study abroad
The current early admission scheme mainly targets students majoring in the sciences. However, the Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Program will allow early admission for students majoring in both arts and sciences for the first time. By combining this early
admission scheme and the accelerated graduation scheme, students can earn a double major or participate in a long-term study 
abroad program for a year or more and graduate on schedule. In FY 2015, we launched the B7M5 Program (graduating from 
undergraduate schools in an accelerated manner in 3.5 years and studying abroad for the first year of a 2.5-years master’s 
program).

By FY 2019, a total of 37 SULAs were appointed. We have also established the “Senior SULA” position, which supervises and 
strategically organizes SULAs across the university. We have centralized information about diverse learning support schemes 
by managing SULAs across the University, allowing University-wide SULAs to assist faculties that do not require SULAs 
frequently such as the Faculty of Education (faculty for obtaining teacher licenses), School of Medicine, Faculty of 
Pharmaceutical Sciences, and School of Nursing.
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Internationalization

Common indicators and targets

The launch of “ENGINE” for global human resource development at Chiba University
Since FY2020, we have launched “ENGINE (Enhanced Network for Global Innovative Education),” the Chiba University global 
human resource development plan, in order to further expand and develop the global human resource development strategy. This 
ENGINE plan consists of three pillars: study abroad for all students, English education reform, and enhancement of smart learning.

University of York (UK)
Students take level-based classes to improve their English language skills and also learn about 
the culture, politics, and architecture of York and England through lectures and virtual tours, etc. 
Furthermore, the students in each group find out social issues related to the UK, research 
specific issues, and come up with a solution and make a presentation.
Coventry University (UK)

The program provides an overview of British culture through myths, folklore, music, and 
situation comedy. It also examines the history of the automobile industry and supply chain 
management in Coventry.

University reform

Enhancement of minor and certificate programs
For the purpose of cross-disciplinary learning, we currently have three minors at the undergraduate level and seven minors at 
the graduate level and award minors or certificates. The three undergraduate minor programs offer two to three credits from 
each minor as compulsory courses to motivate students to take a minor. “Global Program for Japanese Studies” provides a 
variety of systems, including the global minor, which allows students to complete the program by taking courses taught in 
English that are certified as subjects related to International Japanese Studies, the regular minor, and the certificate program
with lower credit requirements than the regular minor.

Study abroad for all students Building alternative online programs for studying abroad
We have developed a variety of study abroad programs, such as language and culture experience, cooperative learning, social 
experience, and research, depending on the purpose of study abroad, length of stay, and language skills. In FY2020, we 
established online study abroad programs and conducted them in response to the coronavirus pandemic. The program included 
those based on tie-ups with overseas universities such as the University of York (UK) and the University of Waterloo Renison 
College (Canada), or the Study Aboard Foundation (SAF). In FY2020, 349 students participated in the program. Besides, in 
preparation for FY2021, we established 30 programs, including the following online study abroad programs.

Education reform

Enhancement of smart learning
Using smart learning, an ICT-based interactive, individualized learning system, we have created a “learning environment where 
students can learn anytime, anywhere,” even when they are studying abroad, by taking online classes being held in Japan. The 
number of classes conducted through smart learning (media classes) has increased significantly from the previous year to 7,533 
courses and 33,000 videos that can be distributed.

Global personnel system
Since FY2014, we have actively been introducing the annual salary system and applied this system to 
more than 300 personnel as in the previous year. In addition, we have been recruiting researchers from 
universities overseas through the development of our cross-appointment system since FY2015. We will 
continue to recruit teaching staff from abroad.

New unique recruitment exam “Global Personnel Quota”
To address the globalization of curricula, we have started our own recruitment examinations to hire 
new internationalization specialists and employed two personnel in FY2020. The hired staff are supposed to be mainly engaged 
in student support and international affairs using their language skills, and we continue to expand the number of specialized staff.

Curriculum reform for English education
Beginning in FY2020, we doubled the number of compulsory English course credits to create the curriculum through which 
students can develop their skills to communicate with others in the real world by taking advantage of their English skills. These 
classes are completely organized according to each student’s English level. In the specialized courses, we have also reformed
the system for continuous English learning by providing presentation-centered classes taught in English.

8. FY2020 Progress

LaSalle Beauvais Polytechnic Institute (France)
The program provides an overview of the impact of French terroir (food growing environment) on 
French food culture, sustainable food production in France, and food-based health science.
Mahidol University (Thailand)

The program considers the meaning of political and economic regional integration, such as ASEAN 
membership and the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership for East Asia, from the 
perspective of Japan and Thailand.
University of Regina (Canada)

The program provides an overview of the geographical diversity of Canada and the Province of 
Saskatchewan, gives an opportunity to learn about the indigenous peoples of Canada and 
considers multicultural coexistence through coexistence with indigenous peoples.
Busitema University (Uganda)

In the program, students learn about the SDGs that Uganda is implementing through its coffee 
business and deepen their understanding of the current situation.
Others: Taiwan, China, India, USA, Australia, Italy, Germany, Netherlands, Ireland, Ecuador, etc.

Scene of the program introduction:
University of York 

Scene of the program introduction:
Coventry University 
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Featured initiatives based on the characteristics of the university

Expansion of the global program of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences throughout the university
We will expand the integrative education of arts and sciences, in which students learn from a combination of “Global” + “Japanese” 
+ “Science,” the philosophy of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, throughout the university. To this end, we will apply the 
ENGINE plan to the students admitted in FY2020 and beyond and promote the global and integrated arts and sciences education.

Establishment of “Graduate Degree Program of Global and Transdisciplinary Studies” 
In April 2020, we established the Graduate Degree Program of Global and Transdisciplinary Studies (Master’s Program) as a basic 
implementation organization for Japan’s first interdisciplinary degree program. The program features a transdisciplinary education 
and research program that aims to produce knowledge to solve problems across disciplines and beyond existing academic fields as 
well as a self-designed major that allows students to develop their own research plans autonomously and independently.

Free description

To realize tailor-made education that meets the needs of individual students, we appoint SULAs (Super University Learning 
Administrators), a newly created specialized position to provide learning support and related specialized services, foster them, and 
thereby promote internationalization. In FY2020, 43 SULAs were assigned across the university, and eventually, about 60 SULAs will 
be posted in all the educational operations support organizations of the university.
In an effort to strategically organize these SULAs, we established the post of Senior SULA (manager of SULAs) to manage SULAs

of the university as a whole and realized the centralization of information on various learning suppo

University’s own indicators and targets
“7”: 700 subjects to be taught in English

Approximately 700 subjects taught in English will be offered in the new “College of Liberal Arts and 
Sciences.” To do this, we will increase the ratio of non-Japanese faculty members and expand joint 
study programs with international students. We have made it obligatory for all recruited faculty 
members in 2015 and onwards to offer liberal arts subjects in English. The ratio of international 
faculty members increased by about 1.5 percent compared to the previous year.

“5”: 50% of the admission quota (1,200 students) study abroad
In FY2019, about 900 students were dispatched through the BOOT program, etc., which is 
designed exclusively as the introductory course for studying abroad. Under the ENGINE plan, all 
students are supposed to study abroad, but currently, we have suspended study abroad programs 
due to the coronavirus pandemic. In FY2020, we promoted online study abroad programs, where 
349 students participated. After the end of the pandemic, we expect about 2,400 students to study 
abroad every year through the various programs we have created.

“3”: 3,000 international students to be accepted
By the final year of the program, we aim to accept a total of 3,000 international students. In 
FY2019, we implemented 14 short programs and could accept about 300 students. Semester 
programs in specialized courses are currently suspended but will be resumed from the next year.

Endeavors during the coronavirus pandemic
In response to the spread of the novel coronavirus infection, we have strengthened our online learning support. To create an 
environment that helps students learn in difficult situations, SULAs of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences provided support for 
the students through their regular office hours and their own peer support system “Student SULA,”
while the English House started online English conversation sessions along with face-to-face sessions.

Enrichment of English video contents
For the promotion of the appeal of our university even during the 
coronavirus pandemic and in preparation for the restart of the exchange of 
students after the end of the coronavirus pandemic, we have enhanced 
our English-language video contents, such as virtual campus tours and 
videos introducing the university, for international students who wish to 
study at our university.

Building global networks based on the Core Center for Promotion of Global Campuses
In FY2018, we established the Core Center for Promotion of Global Campuses, which strategically operates and manages 17 
overseas bases, including 3 overseas bases such as the Bangkok Campus (Mahidol University), Berlin Campus (Charité-
Universitätsmedizin Berlin), and San Diego Campus (University of California, San Diego), our International Exchange Center offices, 
and overseas offices and promotes the study abroad program for all students.

Building networks with domestic and overseas universities
The SixERS, a Consortium of Six National Universities in Japan (Chiba, Niigata, Kanazawa, Okayama, Nagasaki, and Kumamoto 
Universities), has established a coalition with AUN (ASEAN University Network). The SixERS also discussed potential cooperation 
and held an information exchange workshop with the Chinese Excellence League (E9), an alliance of universities for science and 
engineering in China. We continue to cooperate with domestic universities through various alliances and aim to have an equal 
partnership with overseas alliances.

English House: Individual lessons
introducing video 

Virtual campus tour video
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“1”: 10% of the admission quota (240 students) to be admitted by various entrance 
examinations

We will promote the early admission system, which is one of the strengths of Chiba University, and 
will implement the early admission system exclusively for studying abroad. Other than this, we will
also conduct the International Baccalaureate Examination and overseas entrance examinations to select 10% of the admission 
quota (equivalent to 240 students) through a variety of entrance examinations. The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences selected
8% of the admission quota in the FY2021 entrance examination through a special selection process based on English proficiency.


